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Title word cross-reference

1 [Ano24f]. 2 [CFNH24, DQH+21, FLFZTS20, JP22]. 3
[BHB+21, MCC20, NE23]. 8 × 8 [JP22]. g [GSM22, MAL+23]. h
[MAL+23, ZZLM22]. K [FBL+21, LLM+20, AMM21a, Amm21b, CSS21,
CTA20, LFC+24, NA23, YZM23]. κ3 [WHC21]. G [RBS21]. n
[LFC+24, MZMM21]. n4 [PB20].

[WHC21]. -core [CSS21]. -coverage [AMM21a, Amm21b, NA23]. -CSQU
[FBL+21, LLM+20]. -mismatch [CTA20]. -packing [FLFZTS20].
-restricted [ZZLM22].

/Special [Ano20w, Ano24e, Ano24g, Ano24f].
1 [IKK20]. 1-Full [Ano20w, Ano24g]. 100 [BRK21]. 11 [QM21]. 148 [YWF23].

2020 [Ano20z, Ano20y, Ano20-27, Ano20-30, Ano20-31, Ano20-28].

3 [QM21]. 3.0 [DM20].

5G [CN22, CL22b, Jar20, WHY21]. 5G/beyond [CL22b].

Abaci [SWF22]. Abaci-finder [SWF22]. ABC [CGG23, GKB20].


Ano21o, Ano21p, Ano21q, Ano21r, Ano21s, Ano21t, Ano21u, Ano21v, Ano21w, Ano21x, Ano22a, Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22d, Ano22e, Ano22f, Ano22g, Ano22h, Ano22i, Ano22j, Ano22k, Ano22l, Ano22m, Ano22n, Ano22o, Ano22p, Ano22q, Ano22r, Ano22s, Ano22t, Ano22u, Ano22v, Ano22w, Ano22x, Ano22y, Ano22z, Ano23a, Ano23b, Ano23c, Ano23d, Ano23e, Ano23f, Ano23g, Ano23h, Ano23i, Ano23j, Ano23k, Ano23l, Ano23m, Ano23n, Ano23o, Ano23p, Ano23q, Ano23r, Ano23s].


C [CGG23, KGPT21, QM21]. C11 [QM21]. Cache [TLC20, CGK20, LZL22, NMPS20, PB20, SAY20, SWY21].
closed [VP20]. Cloud
[SBBP20, BKL+20, CWHC22, IMP+23, LQX+20, WW+21]. Cluster
[CKS22, FBL+21, GHD20, HMC20, PJ+22, WCTW22, ZZ+20]. clusters
[YES22]. Coalition [HLL+21]. coalitions [GGSFD23]. code
[EH+23, ZLS23, ZT20]. coded [BW22, CPZ+20]. codes
[KNK+23]. colocating [ZP+21]. colony
[GKB+20, LYP23, ZFL+23]. colossal [VP20]. column
[KGPT21, KGPT23, LWW+22, OZ22, QM21, SFML21]. COMMITMENT
[AkBA+20]. commodity [BRK+21]. common [CTA20]. communicating
[ML21]. Communication
[ODXX21, SH22, AKB+20, CCC23, DGA+24, HZL+20, KMS22, NMA+24, PSU+21, TB22, VT21]. communication-efficient [DGA+24]. communications [CGC21, GF20]. Compact
[YDX+22]. completion [Che23, SW+22, WXZ+23]. complex [AT20, DF22, TV22, ZT20]. complexity [AT20, RKA20]. Component
[LZ22, KTMB22, YZM23, ZXY21]. component-based

D [BHB$^{+21}$, CFNH$^{24}$, DQH$^{+21}$, JP$^{22}$, MCC$^{20}$, NE$^{23}$]. DAG [RWF$^{+21}$]. Data [CKS$^{22}$, FWZ$^{+20}$, MMM$^{22}$, AHA$^{23}$, AKY$^{20}$, ALS$^{23}$, AA$^{21}$, AKB$^{+20}$, BW$^{22}$, BMK$^{+22}$, BK$^{+23}$, BSWO$^{23}$, BDRJ$^{24}$, CW$^{21}$. CatGJ$^{22}$, DF$^{21}$, DHF$^{23}$, DFL$^{+23}$, DLWF$^{23}$, DZZ$^{+23}$, DMM$^{+21}$, FHG$^{+20}$, FLZ$^{+20}$, GF$^{20}$, GLF$^{20}$, GHHKL$^{23}$, GVC$^{+22}$, GPH$^{+22}$, GC$^{3}$, GQW$^{+21}$, GPK$^{21}$, GGT$^{23}$, HSHT$^{22}$, HLBZ$^{20}$, JJJ$^{21}$, JJ$^{22}$, JSC$^{22}$, JHZ$^{20}$, JZS$^{+20}$, JKM$^{+22}$, KYZ$^{+20}$, KHO$^{22}$, KTM$^{+21}$, KKG$^{+23}$, LRV$^{20}$, LLI$^{22}$, LZZ$^{+22}$, LLGC$^{22}$, LW$^{20}$, LLW$^{+20}$, LBHW$^{20}$, LY$^{22}$, LGZZ$^{23}$, MTG$^{+24}$, NT$^{20}$, OK$^{21}$, PC$^{21}$, PIV$^{+22}$, PP$^{+20}$, QDD$^{+22}$, RH$^{20}$, RAJ$^{+23}$, SHI$^{22}$, SKB$^{21}$, SAY$^{20}$, SM$^{23}$, SMHK$^{21}$, SEM$^{20}$, TY$^{23}$, URM$^{23}$, WLZ$^{20}$, WHY$^{+21}$, YZC$^{22}$, YLZ$^{+20}$, ZNX$^{+21}$, ZDZ$^{+21}$, ZZ$^{22}$]. data-oriented [DMM$^{+21}$]. data-parallel [BSWO$^{23}$, GQW$^{+21}$]. database [BYW$^{+22}$]. datacenters [LLGC$^{22}$]. datasets [AJH$^{+20}$, NTT$^{+23}$]. dataset [VP$^{20}$]. datasets [LFRBGV$^{+21}$]. datatype [HCC$^{+20}$]. DaVinci [TIW$^{23}$]. DBSCAN
[WCTW22], DCA [PXY+20], DCTs [JP22], DDF [PLBG21], DDMTS [TDCM21], DDOS [DT21, HA21, HR23, KKT+22], deadline [CLMH22, HLL+21, WWH+21], deadlock-constrained [CLMH22, HLL+21], deadlock [MMESG+21], deadlock-free [MMESG+21], December [Ano20-29, Ano21-34, Ano22-36, Ano23a], Decentralized [HDJ21, RGB20, SÖAOA20, DAG24, GF20, GLF20, HNKÖ21, KD21, SWM23, TSTY22], decision [CNFMA20, MLGC+21], decoder [LLC20], Decomposition [KBW20, AM22, CSS21, FSL+21, SAY20, Zha23], Decoupling [MTR22], deduplication [SSG+20], Deep [CGDS20, DPSD21, LGZZ23, MLR+23, YWF21, YWF23, BDSQO22, DFL+23, JJJ21, KKG+23, LZS+24, LJJH+22, MBS+20, MTR22, MRB20, NVE+21, NMA+24, ODXX21, SUD+22, XLC120, YZC22, YHMR20, ZLS23, DWXX22, Kur21], deep-learning [MTR22], Deep-RL [DWWX22], defined [AB22a, HA21, LCC20, YPD+20, AJH+20], degrees [AMPT23], DeJong [JH21], delay [HSHT22, WXZ+23, ZSL+23], delay-guaranteed [HSHT22], delayed [Mai21], delta [BW22], demand [CSS21, DCM+23, GHD20, PPN+20, XRTB21, YSZL23], demands [CBO+23, KK21], democracy [Pou20], Dengue [SKE21], dense [CH+23], densities [MS23], dependable [Yaz23a], dependent [LYZ+22a], deployment [AAD+20, GVC+22], depth [MKP22], derived [HCC+20], descent [YDX+22], Design [BRK+21, IJK20, AR21, BG21, DMM+21, KL22, MAR21, PAD22, YES22], Designing [HMC20], destination [XRTB21], detect [KKT+22], detecting [LCC20, MPAS24], Detection [XTGJ21, Alm20, AGMG23, DFF20, FFS+22, GKB+20, HR23, HLS+23, HLL+22, JJJ21, KGPT21, KTM+21, KKT+22, MGE20, RKA20, RAJ+23, WLZ20, ZLS+23, ZLS23], detectors [GP21], determination [BRJ+24], deterministic [FW23], detour [MCC20], Developing [YSMB21], development [HGC+23], device [CN22, TAGEL23], devices [AGC+21, HWM+23, HLZ22, PYYO22, PYX+22, SCZ+23, SUD+22, XZH+22, YPD+20], DHTs [HNKO21], diagnosability [LZWW22], diagnosis [SUD+22, WLL+23b], diagonal [AA20, GXMY21], diameter [CSS21], diffeomorphic [BHB+21], difference [Mar20], different [LXC+22], Differential [URC20, FHG+20, WMP+20], digital [ACC20], dimensional [Amm21b, VP20], DINSaaS [Kur21], directed [TZZ+20a, YSZL23], direction [ZWCL21, ZZZ+20], direction-based [ZZZ+20], directional [AMM21a, CMLM23, CTGJ22], directions [KGTK20], disaggregated [GPH+22], disaggregation [SM23], discovery [LCW+21, LD21, ZCD+21], discrete [BCEH23], discretization [FPdLS+21], Discriminating [DT21], disease [HPA20], disjoint [LAI21, LLW+20, LFC+24, MZMM21, WHC21], dispatch [XRTB21], dispersed [PK21b], Dispersion [KMS22], distance [GQX20], Distrib [YWF23], Distributed [BKB+23, CGDS20, CSS21, CAG+23, CC23, FFGEL21, GXJ+24, GHD20, KGPT21, Li22b, PWL+22, RSSP23, RCVA22, SZW+22, SEM20, VP20, WWL+21, YHKR20, YDX+22, AJH+20, BL23, CTKdS21, CCC23, CLZ20, CDA20, DF22, DMKFJ20, DCM+23, DGA+24,

Distributed-memory [SZW$^+$22, DHF23, MBN22, SHI22, WCT22].

distribution [BDRJ24, SDLM20, SFZ23].
distribution-based [BDRJ24].
distributions [XWL$^+$20].
divergence [LW20].
diverse [MPH20].
divisible [MDS20].
Django [ZQL$^+$21].
DLHub [LCW$^+$21].
DNN [LLXG21].
dominance [LSO23].
dominate [ZQL$^+$21].
driven [BDRJ24, CCC23, HFA20, KPS$^+$22, MBM$^+$20, ZJW22].
Driver [AB22b].
DriverRep [AB22b].
DRL [WXZ$^+$23].
dual [MMA22, PXY$^+$20].
duplicate [OS20].
duplicate-free [OS20].
duplication [TZZ$^+$20a].
durable [MLB21].
dynamic-multithreading [WXAL22].
Early-stage [HFA20].
easy [CGG$^+$23].
EasePAP [LNW21].
Edge-based [WMJ$^+$20].
Edge-Cloud [XLL$^+$20, DFL$^+$23, LSZL20, LCH$^+$21, WCT$^+$22, YSZL23, YLZ$^+$20].
edge-connectivity [YZM23, ZXY21].
Edge-of-Things [Alm20].
Edge-to-Cloud [RCVA22].
EdgeDecAp [SWM23].
EdgeKV [SÖA20].
edges [LLZ23].
Editorial [CL22b, MS20, RSV21, Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20d, Ano20e, Ano20f, Ano20g, Ano20h, Ano20i, Ano20j, Ano20k, Ano20l, Ano20m, Ano20n, Ano20o, Ano20p, Ano20q, Ano20r, Ano20s, Ano20t, Ano20u, Ano20v, Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21d, Ano21e, Ano21f, Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano21i, Ano21j, Ano21k, Ano21l, Ano21m, Ano21n, Ano21o, Ano21p, Ano21q, Ano21r, Ano21s, Ano21t,
Ano21u, Ano21v, Ano21w, Ano21x, Ano22a, Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22d, Ano22e, Ano22f, Ano22g, Ano22h, Ano22i, Ano22j, Ano22k, Ano22l, Ano22m, Ano22n, Ano22o, Ano22p, Ano22q, Ano22r, Ano22s, Ano22t, Ano22u, Ano22v, Ano22w, Ano22x, Ano22y, Ano22z, Ano23a, Ano23b, Ano23c, Ano23d, Ano23e, Ano23f, Ano23g, Ano23h, Ano23i, Ano23j, Ano23k, Ano23l, Ano23m, Ano23n, Ano23o, Ano23p]

Editorial [Ano23q, Ano23r, Ano23s, Ano23t, Ano23u, Ano23v, Ano23w, Ano23x, Ano23y, Ano24a, Ano24b, Ano24c]. Edward [KVMR23].

Effective [JH21]. Effective [LSZL20, NPY+23, AAD+20, HLX+22, KYZ+20, TB22, WCR+20, XLCL20].

Effectively [AT24]. Efficiency [dRBB21, AR21, FQL+23, LLC20, SSA24].

Effectively [JH21].

Election [ADD+20, BT20].

Elastic [KG20, BW22, DWR+23].

eHealth [HSX+21].

Elected [HSX+21].

Elastic [JH21].

Elephant [LCC20].

Elevating [DAG24].

Elliptic [ZD22].

Embedded [EMSEMM20].

Embeddings [AB22b].

Emergency [KK21].

Empirical [IDJ21, KLL+21].

Empowered [CJZ+22, TTD24, WLZ20].

Empowering [MRC21].

En-ABC [GKB+20].

Enabled [AKY20, CGC21, KKT+22, KKG+23, MLTT20, NVE+21, SCZ+23, WLZ20, HZY+21].

Enabling [BGA+21, Jar20, NZZ23, PLBG21].

Encrypted [KSV20b].

Encryption [AKY20].

Energy [BGA+21, HWM+23, JKK+23, KHO22, LZGL22, MZZW21, SKS21, WZO+21, WHL+23, XYY+23, BCEH23, BSWO23, DED+20, DPEL24, GBC+22, GLY+21, HSHT22, HKTG20, HLBZ20, IRA20, Jar20, KLD22, KKA+22, KSS23, KGT20, LII24, LCC20, LLW+20, LYZ20, MBM+20, MDS20, MBRR24, NMPS20, PB20, SMMG20, SPP+23, SFML21, SBB21, SATJ+20, SBS20, WXZ+23, XB20, YZC22, YZC22, ZLY22, ZLLC22, KKK+20, RKAA20].

Energy-aware [JKK+23, WHL+23, HKTG20].

Energy-efficient [HLBZ20, KLD22, LCC23, SBS20].

Energy-latency [LSZL22].

Energy-saving [LSZL22].

Engine [RBS21].

Engines [MMESG+21].

Enhanced [AGMG23, HNN+20, HZL+20, TK23, WYA+21].

Enhancement [LLM+20].

Enhancing [RHS20, LWW+23].

Ensemble [GKB+20, ZWCL21].

Ensembles [MLGC+21].

Ensuring [NA23].

Environment [XLL+20, AOK+20, BDRJ24, DVS24, GKB+20, HAH21, HFA20, HZY+21, IRA20, IRLN23, LSZL20, LCH+21, Li22b, RKAA20, TZZ+20b, TB22, ZZZ+23, ZDZ+21, ZFL+23].
environments
[BW22, BPT+22, CDY23, DFP20, DED+20, EBV22, GA21, HR23, HSX+21, JKK+23, KSS23, Li23, MSR20, MBB22, NPAM20, SSG+20, XB20]. epoch
[PYY22]. equation [SOS+24]. equilibrium [MZZW21]. equipments
[DLL+21]. erasure [BW22, CPZ+20, MRPH20]. erasure-coded
[BW22, CPZ+20]. Error [FF22]. Error-sensitive [FF22]. errors [KGP+21].
ESDU [BW22]. ESMA [DAG24]. Estimating [NPAM20, MS23].
estimation [BDRJ24, CRS22, EHH+23, Sok21]. Evaluating
[ACC+23, XMJG22]. Evaluation
[CFFGPM22, EMCE20, CFNH24, CGL+22, CNFMA20, MKP22, MST24].
events [SFML21]. Eventually [GK24]. every [ACHP22]. Everything
[MBM+20]. evolutionary [GRZT22, LD21]. Evolving [Ada21]. Ewald
[HMS20]. exascale [BkB+23, IOG20]. Excavating [WLL+23a]. exchange
[GNH522, PW21]. exclusion [DGF21]. exclusive [MLT21]. execution
[ACC+23, CWHC22, FSL+21, Mal21, OZ22, YM21]. existing [BAC22].
extended [CGW23]. Expelliarurms [SSBP20]. experience
[BKY21, VGTSG+21]. explicit [SOS+24]. exploitation [CRS22].
[HLS+23, MBRR24, YLDY23]. Exponential [MZM21, LZZZ23].
Extending [SAY20, SMMG22]. extension [MLB21]. extensions
[AS20, VLCM+20]. extra [GSM22, ZXY21]. extracting [LCK23].
evaluation [XLCL20]. Extreme [Zha23].

fabric [DWW+21, PAD22]. fabrics [SMMG20]. face [ZTKL+21]. facility
[PSU+21]. factor [Li23, MBB22]. factorizations [CHI+23]. failure
[BDRJ24, GKP21, JHZ20, ZDZ+21]. failure-aware [JHZ20]. failures
[DGFR21, GSV21, KKW23, RMJM21]. fair [GLC+22]. FALCON
[HCC+20]. FALCON-X [HCC+20]. family [KGP23]. far [WLL+23a].
Faragraph [WLL+23a]. farmland [LWHF22]. Fast [AA21, BHB+21, JSA21,
PB21, WC22, CDA20, JP22, LSC22, MMA22, PF22, ZTKL+21]. Fat
[RGESG+21, BCM23, WDL22]. Fat-Tree [RGESG+21, WDL22]. Fault
[DLWF23, PG20, WFS+22, YZM23, AM20, GQX20, GSV21, LFC+24,
MBRR24, SNSK20, SUD+22, TGFPA20]. Fault-tolerability [WFS+22].
Fault-tolerant [DLWF23, PG20, AM20, LFC+24]. faulty
[LZZJ23, WFS+22, YZM23]. FCA [KST+23]. FCP [Kur21]. Feature
[VJR20, BGDT22, LLX+23, SEM20, XLCL20]. Features
[MB21, ASHO20, ARL20, Gow21]. February
[Ao21-27, Ao22y, Ao23-32, Ao24d]. Federated
[FFS+22, GLC+22, ARL20, CLW+23a, CLW+23b, HDJ21, HLK+22, KSS23,
LLD+23, PYYO22, dSES23]. FELDIS [FFS+22]. fertility [LWHF22]. fever
[SKS21]. FFT [IOG20]. FGFL [GLC+22]. field [MAL+23]. file
[AA21, CDA20, ZTKL+21, ZTKL+21]. files [ZTKL+21]. filter
[DKS21, URM23]. filters [CFNH24, ZZG21]. finance [MS23]. finder
[SWF+22]. finding [ZAB20]. Fine
Fine-grain [URM23].

Goal [MRPH20]. geo-replicated [LRV20]. global [AMPT23, GK21, KMS22].

governor [GLC+22]. GPPGU [MTR22]. GPGPUs [AR20, EL20]. GPU

GPU-accelerated [MN24, YNI22]. GPU-based [JL23].
GPU-parallelization [BG21]. GPUs

Gradient [TV22, DGA+24, MMA22, YDX+22, TSTY22]. grain [URM23].
grained [LCZL21, OK21, SBSB20, YQZ+20]. Graph
[CLW+23a, HNK21, MST24, WLZ20, YM21, ZZS+21a, CSS+23, DW23, JSA21, JSJC22, LTBY20, SKB21, SZQ+23, WLL+23a, WCM24, XM22, XWJ+23, YS23, ZW+21, ZKL21].

Graph-based
[CLW+23a, HNK21, JSJC22]. graph-tensor [ZK21]. Graph-Waving
[YM21]. GraphCS [CLW+23a]. graphics [IKK20]. graphs [AMPT23, FLFZTS20, RB21, RSP23, TZ22, THP22, WLL+21, ZYM23]. Grid
[ARL20, KRK20, UH20, GS20, GLY+21, KSV+20a, Li22a, NE23, QMB21, TLD+23]. grids [JL23, KJA+22, Li22a, XTG21, XJ21]. group
[GPK21, KSV+20a, SOS+24]. grouping [CLW+23b]. growth [CW20].
guaranteed [HSHT22]. guarantees [KYGG20]. GuardHealth [WLZ20].

Hadoop [CWH22, ZTKL21]. half [ATD20]. half-complex [ATD20].
Halide [JP22]. Halin [FLFZTS20]. Hamiltonian [LZ23]. Hammer
[SKB21]. Hamming [ZYM23]. handle [JL23]. handling [TGFR20].
handover [LCZL21]. happiness [DAG24]. hardness [BL23]. hardware
[ABMPL22, BRK+21, FHN+22, LLG+24, YES22]. hardware/software
[YES22]. harvesting [LLW+20].

hash
[AR21, Ati20, LSC22, MAR21, WY+24, XDM+22]. hashing [JKMK+22].
HDFS [ZTKL21]. HDOT [CMFV+20]. health [LQX+20, OK21].
healthcare [JL22, KKG+23, VNE+21, WLZ20]. HeRAFC [DVS24].
heterogeneity [CLW+23a]. heterogeneous [ALS23, BS24, BSW23, CFRGPM22, Che23, CNFMA20, DMS20, EL20, FFGEL21, FSL+21, KD22, LTBY20, LMC23, MDS20, MTG+24, OZ22, PYYO22, PSBB21, QBS21, QDB+22, SMT22, TDL+22, TAG21, VWH+21, WCM24].

Heuristic
[DVS24, AB22a, HKT20, IRA20, IMP+23, Rub22, SM23]. heuristic-based
[Rub22]. heuristics [KEK+20, SNSK20]. hexa [AAZMS20]. hexa-cell
[AAZMS20]. hexagonal [Amm21b]. hidden [WLL+23b]. hierarchical
[CAACS21, GBC+22, GPC23, JB20, LLF+20, LSC22, MDS20, PW21, RdCR+24, WCM24]. hierarchy [ACHP22].

High
[BDL22, JB20, KVMR23, LLC20, RCX+21, ZKL21, dARR21, AT24,

language-based [Stp20]. Languages [MS20]. large [BYW+22, BLB+20, CC23, HQL+22, KGP+21, MAL+23, PK21a, SBL20, STG+20, YZM23].
large-scale [MAL+23, PK21a, SBL20, STG+20, YZM23]. LASs [VLCM+20].
latency [GK24, LGTL22, ZR22]. latest [NE23]. lattice [GK24].
lattice-linear [GK24]. layer [DGA+24, XTGJ21, ZSL+23]. Layered
[SW22]. Layout [VGMG20]. lazy [PMV20]. leader [BT20]. Leaderless
Learning [CGK20, GLC+22, MLR+23, YWF21, YWF23, ACC+23,
CLW+23a, CLW+23b, CWHC22, DW23, DEFO21, DPSD21, FTA+22,
FFS+22, GJL+24, GLL21, HDJ21, HLK+22, HFA20, HXL+22, JH21, KK+22,
KKG+23, LN21, LCW+21, LZS+24, LLZ23, LJH+22, LGZZ23, MTR22,
MRB20, MMM21, NGS21, NMA+24, FS22, PYYO22, QMB21, RAJ+23,
SSA24, SPP+23, SSH23, SWF+22, VGTSG+21, WCR+20, YZC22, YHKR20,
YSM21, ZKL21, ZLS23, ZDZ+21, dSE23]. Learning-based
[CGK20, FFS+22, LJH+22, ZLS23]. least [PG20]. Ledgers [CAG+23].
Letting [BKY21]. Level [IKK20, ALS23, ACHP22, CSS+23, JB20, RMJM21,
VGTSG+21, WZC+20, Yaz23b]. Leveraging [CCSI21, MMEG+21, JB20].
LFIB4 [Stp20]. library [BGDT22, VLCM+20, PLBG21]. lifecycle
[LLG+24]. Lifespan [CLZ+22]. Lifespan-based [CLZ+22]. lifetime
Lightweight [MGE20, CW20, DWW+21, PYX+22, PSU+21, SKB21, SC23].
likelihoods [MAL+23]. limitations [ACR23]. limits [SAY20]. line
 [JTV+22]. line-of-sight [JTV+22]. linear
[GK24, MFAB23, SSH23, TV22, VLCM+20, XYZ+23, ZAB20]. linkage
[NPM20]. linked [PMV20]. links [YZM23]. Linux [SWF+22]. List
[BCEH23]. lists [PMV20]. literature [IRLN23, RCVA22]. live
[NTT+23, PP+20]. Load
[KSB+20, MBM+20, AM+22, BAC22, DED+20, FRK23, FPdLS+21,
GGTSD23, PSBB21, SOL22, TDCM21, VP20, ZSS+21b]. load-balanced
[SOL22]. loads [MDS20]. Local
[LLX+23, DLF23, FGH+20, PYYO22, WWL+21]. locality
[THPM22, XWJ+23]. locality-optimized [XWJ+23]. localization
[KGPT21, LMG+21, SM22]. Locally [ACR23]. location [LLR+21, NYZ+20].
LOCATOR [TAG23]. lock [AR21, ACHP22, MAR21]. lock-free
[AR21, MAR21]. lock-freedom [ACHP22]. logic [PD21]. long
 [DLL+21, MD20, MYS+23]. long-running [MYS+23]. long-term [DLL+21].
LoRaWAN [IWS22]. LOSC [XWJ+23]. loss [AA21, SZW+22]. lossless
[DKS21]. Low
[TAG23, CKS22, CNFMA20, JHZ20, MAL+23, XZH+22, Yaz23a]. low-cost

MaaS [BPT+22]. Machine
[KRK20, CGL+22, DSZ+21, DHQ+21, MRB20]. mesh-based [DSZ+21, MRB20]. mesh-connected [HQH+21]. message
meteorological [HWM+23]. meter [DPEL24]. method
[ABB22, BW22, CCC23, DGA+24, GRZT22, HR23, HZ22, JL23, LYZ+22a, 
LJH+22, SCZ+23, SOS+24, XWCJ22, ZFL+23]. methodology
[ACCN20, YES22]. Methods [TV22, Ma21, MAB23, MAR21, ZWCL21].
metric [GXJ+24], metropolitan [LZZ+20]. micro [JB20, KIA+22, MD20].
micro-core [JB20]. micro-object [MD20]. microgrid [DMKFJ20].
microscopy [BMK+22]. microservice [LLD+23]. MiCS [LZZ+22].
MiCS-P [LZZ+22]. middleware [LJW+22]. MIDP [LYZ+22a]. Migration
[MLR+23, AB22a, LZGL22, PC21, PPN+20, WCR+20, YLL21, ZFL+23].
millions [RSSP23]. min [CSS21, YNI+22]. min-max [CSS21].
minimal [AKB+20, RSSP23]. minimize [GSV21].
minimizing [Che23]. Mining [BPT+22, VP20]. Mining-as-a-Service
[BPT+22]. MIRAGE [PC21]. mismatch [CTA20]. Mitigating [MPR+21].
Mixed [NPO+23, AT24, DMSB20, XZY+23, YTLF22]. mixed-consistency
[DMSB20]. mixture [XWL+20]. ML [BDRJ24]. ML-driven [BDRJ24].
MLCN [dRBB21]. MLLess [SSA24]. mmWave [JTV+22]. Mobile
[BPT+22, CDY23, DF22, DLL+21, IRA20, JZXW20, KMS22, LZGL22, 
LLY23, LW+20, MRC21, SM22, TGR+22, WYW+20, WCR+20, 
WCG+24, ZLLC22]. mobility [CL22b, EBV22, GVC+22, JTV+22].
mobility-based [GVC+22]. Möbius [PC20]. mode [MD+23].
Model [NRGL22, ACC+23, Bk+23, BDRJ24, DFL+23, DLWF23, DW23, EBV22, 
HZL+20, JJ22, KPS+22, LCK23, Li22a, LXC+22, LL+23, NVE+21, 
PY+22, PLBG21, QM21, RWF+21, SKK21, SK21, SFML21, Sok21, VP22, 
WC22, ZJW22, ZLS23, ZLLC22, HA21]. Model-based [NRGL22].
Modeling [XWL+20, LLX+23, LCC20, PK21a, TIW23]. Modelling
[BDFG21]. models [LCK23, LCW+21, MS20, SSH23, SFML21, TLC20].
modern [EH+23, HCC+20]. modes [WDL22]. modified [SOS+24].
modular [DF21, MD20]. module [QBS21]. module-based [QBS21].
moldable [KL22, PKSR24]. molecular [BNOS21]. moments [LZ+23].
monitoring [DMKFJ20, DPEL24]. Monotonic [Uhl20]. Monte [DPDS21].
moth [SS21]. moth-flame [SS21]. MPI
[ACC+21, CL22a, HCC+20, KSB+20, MBN22, NRGL22, QM21, ZT20].
MPI-3 [QM21]. MPSoc [NHR22]. MSHGN [WCMS24]. MSLShard
[TTD24]. MT [VGMG20]. Multi [CLLM23, DED+20, EMSEM20, GM21, 
KK22, KGPT21, PKSR24, SCZ+23, VGMG20, WCMS24, WXZ+23, 
ZZ+21b, AGM23, BCM+21, BNO21, CLT+20, CMR20, DGA+24, 
FBL+21, GRZT22, GS20, HZL+20, HMC20, KD22, KSS23, LG2+21, 
Li22a, LLGC22, LQX+20, LFRBGV+21, MBN22, NMP20, NCR23, 
NRGL22, OZZ2, PD21, SS21, SM23, SOS+24, TB22, TY23, TLC20, VTT+22, 
WYA+21, WLL+23b, WCG+24, XB20, Zha23, dRBB21, WDL22].
multi-access [WCG+24]. Multi-agent
[WXZ+23, BCM+21, CMR20, TB22]. multi-bit [PD21]. multi-block
Optimized [XPW+22, PD21, TB22, XWJ+23]. optimizer [KSS23].
Optimizing [SPP+23, CWHC22, SWM23, dSSE23]. option [MS23].
optoelectronic [AAZMS20]. ORB [TAG23]. orchestrated [KKG+23].

[Ano20w, Ano24e, Ano24g, Ano24f, TGFPRA20]. page-fault [TGFPRA20].

PAGroup [CLW+23b]. pair [CTA20]. pancyclic [KBW20]. paradigm [HZL+20, SKS21].
ParaLiNGAM [SSH23]. Parallel
parallelism [LZC20, MFAB23, WLL+23a]. parallelizable [FW23].
Parallelization
[YWF21, YWF23, ACC+21, BG21, CW21b, KEK+20, MBN22, ZT20].
parameter [BG21, IWS22, LKAB+22]. PARIS [GLL21]. parity [ZWSL22].
parity-only [ZWSL22]. PARMA [KGPT23]. PARMA-CC [KGPT23].
partial [LMG+21, SBB21]. partial-ISA [SBB21]. Particle
[DEJ+20, ZZG21, DSZ+21]. Particle-In-Cell [DSZ+21]. partition
[DW2X22, DW23, SFT+21]. partitioner [SKB21]. partitioning
[BMK+22, GS20, JSA21, NMP20]. party [CLT+20, FBL+21, HR23].
passing [DCM+23]. Password [AKS+20]. Path
[SM22, GMA+22, PAD22, PW21, RBS21, YLDY23]. paths
[Laiz21, LZZJ23, LFC+24, MZMM21]. pattern [SALP20]. PBBFMM3D
[WCLD21]. PBFT [XBB+22]. PCH [LWW+23]. PCH-based [LWW+23].
PDC [Ada21]. peaks [XWCJ22]. pedagogical [GMS+21]. Peeking
Performance [BDL22, BPBD23, BV21, CYWL21, CNFMA20, IOG20, LLM\textsuperscript{+20}, TMB\textsuperscript{+21}, TIW23, ZYL\textsuperscript{+21}, dARR21, BKY21, CLW\textsuperscript{+23b}, CCC23, CLZ\textsuperscript{+22}, CRS22, CMR20, DQZZ21, DLL\textsuperscript{+21}, DWR\textsuperscript{+23}, DMM\textsuperscript{+21}, EMCE20, EHH\textsuperscript{+23}, FHN\textsuperscript{+22}, HMS20, KVMR23, LCK23, LJW\textsuperscript{+22}, Mar20, MFAB23, MKP22, MHdC\textsuperscript{+23}, PGB\textsuperscript{+22}, RCX\textsuperscript{+21}, SPP\textsuperscript{+23}, SFML21, SPBR20, SMT22, SBB21, TLC20, XZH\textsuperscript{+22}, XWL\textsuperscript{+20}, YTLF22, ZKL21, ZFL\textsuperscript{+23}, ZdCLT22]. performance-aware [ZFL\textsuperscript{+23}]. performance-driven [CC23].

performance-related [BKY21]. periodic [YDX\textsuperscript{+22}]. permission [YQZ\textsuperscript{+20}]. permuted [YNW\textsuperscript{+22}]. personalized [PW21]. personalized-exchange [PW21]. perspective [DBAC\textsuperscript{+22}]. Petri [MLB21, SLFC22]. PTouch [TGFRA20]. phase [CRS22, IMP\textsuperscript{+23}]. phased [MHdC\textsuperscript{+23}]. PHY [CC23]. physical [NVE\textsuperscript{+21}]. physics [SPBR20]. PIM [ZJW\textsuperscript{+21}]. pipeline [WYH\textsuperscript{+23}, LCK23]. Pipelined [TV22]. placement [FWZ\textsuperscript{+20}, IRLN23, KYZ\textsuperscript{+20}, KHO22, LLR\textsuperscript{+21}, LZL22, LZS\textsuperscript{+24}, MSRBB20, MRPH20, SM23, SWM23, SWY\textsuperscript{+21}, VBB22]. planning [GMA\textsuperscript{+22}, LJI\textsuperscript{+22}, NGS21, SM22]. plants [BG21]. plasma [AM22, KNK\textsuperscript{+23}]. plasticity [CGW23]. platform [LZL22]. Platforms [Kur21, CBO\textsuperscript{+23}, CNFMA20, GBC\textsuperscript{+22}, KVMR23, NHR22, SFT\textsuperscript{+21}]. plume [AM22]. PMSMC [EMSEMM20]. POCache [ZWSL22]. point [JTV\textsuperscript{+22}, LMG\textsuperscript{+21}, XMNJ22]. point-to-all [XMNJ22]. point-to-point [XMNJ22].

Poisson [AR20, SOS\textsuperscript{+24}]. policies [CTFW22, GSA21, YTLF22].

Policy [OMCW23, HCY\textsuperscript{+21}, WYW\textsuperscript{+20}]. polynomial [Mal22]. pooled [GHKL23]. pooling [SNT\textsuperscript{+20}]. popularity [CPZ\textsuperscript{+20}]. popularity-aware [CPZ\textsuperscript{+20}]. portability [DMM\textsuperscript{+21}, HMS20]. portable [BDSQ22]. Power [Ato23, CNFMA20, HSHT22, IMP\textsuperscript{+23}, JYH22, FK21b, TAG23, Yaz23a, ZJW\textsuperscript{+21}]. Power-aware [Ato23, IMP\textsuperscript{+23}]. PPMCK [FBL\textsuperscript{+21}]. Practical [ACC\textsuperscript{+21}, PMV20, KSV\textsuperscript{+20a}]. practice [Mar20]. pre [SOL22].

pre-avoidance [SOL22]. precedence [ALP21, Mal21]. precise [Ati20]. precision [GC23, IKK20, NPO\textsuperscript{+23}, WZ\textsuperscript{+21}]. precisions [ATD20].

Preconditioned [TV22]. preconditioners [AR20]. predict [YLDY23]. Predicting [GLL21, HJML21, WZC\textsuperscript{+20}]. Prediction [CYWL21, AKL22, CJC\textsuperscript{+22}, HFA20, HLBZ20, KGP\textsuperscript{+21}, QDD\textsuperscript{+22}, TLD\textsuperscript{+23}, WCM24, WC22, XRBT21, ZDZ\textsuperscript{+21}]. prediction-based [AKL22]. predictions [ACC\textsuperscript{+23}, MAL\textsuperscript{+23}]. predictive [SFML21, ZQL\textsuperscript{+21}].

preemption [LAP20]. Preemptive [ALP21]. Preface [LBHW20, dARR21]. prefetching [LGZ23]. Preparing [AKB\textsuperscript{+20}]. prescribed [AMT23]. presence [JSJC22, KKW23, Mal21, Pou20]. persistence [RUB22]. preserving [BKL\textsuperscript{+20}, BLNP23, FHG\textsuperscript{+20}, FBL\textsuperscript{+21}, GLY\textsuperscript{+21}, GPK21, LWL\textsuperscript{+22}, LWL\textsuperscript{+23}, LQX\textsuperscript{+20}, LLD\textsuperscript{+23}, OK21, WCG\textsuperscript{+24}].

prevention [HA21, SNS21]. PRI [LWW\textsuperscript{+23}]. prices [MSM23]. Pricing [KK21]. Prime [KSV\textsuperscript{+20b}]. primitives [ZKL21]. Priority [EMSEMM20]. Priority-based [EMSEMM20]. Privacy [CLW\textsuperscript{+23b}, FHG\textsuperscript{+20}, FBL\textsuperscript{+21}, GLY\textsuperscript{+21}, LQX\textsuperscript{+20}, WCG\textsuperscript{+24}, BKL\textsuperscript{+20}, FLZ\textsuperscript{+20}, GPK21, HNN\textsuperscript{+20}, JJ22, KSV\textsuperscript{+20a}, LWL\textsuperscript{+22}, LWL\textsuperscript{+23}, LLD\textsuperscript{+23},
Privacy-aware [CLW+23b]. privacy-enhanced [HNN+20].
Privacy-preserving
[FBL+21, GLY+21, LQX+20, WCG+24, LWL+22, LWL+23, LLW+23, OK21].
private [URS21, WCT+22]. Privbus [HNN+20]. Proactive [GA21].
processing [ALS23, CSS+23, FQL+23, HCC+20, IKK20, KG20, LYZ+22b, MDS20, MTG+24, VTT+22, WZC+21, WLL+23a, XPW+22, XWW+23, JZLW+21].
processor [AMC20, KVMR23, MPR+21, SBSB20, ZYL+21].
processors [BDSQO22, BV21, CRS22, HMCG20, YES22].
procurement [HLL+21].
production [YLDY23]. productive [CMFV+20]. productivity [DMM+21].
Profit [LCH+21, MSRB20, CLMH22]. Profit-aware [MSRB20].
project [YSMB21]. prone [DGFR21]. Proof [Pou20, TZDC21, FF22, NZ23].
proof-labeling [FF22]. Proof-of-Space [TZDC21]. properties [GXJ+24].
property [RBS21]. protection [JZWX20, KSV+20a, LLGC22, PCC20].
protein [WC22]. protocol [ABMPL22, AKS+20, CW20, JZWX20, KBS+21, LCZL21, Li23, PJV+22, Rub22, SATJ+20, TB22, XLL+21, ZWS+20].
proxy-oriented [XZ2+22]. pruning [DGMS20].
pseudorandom [Stp20]. PTTS [Ato23]. pub [HHL2+20]. pub/sub [HHL2+20].
public [CW20, GPK21, LQX+20, XZ2+22].
publication [LCW+21]. PUF [ABMPL22]. PUF-based [ABMPL22]. PUMIPic [DSZ+21].
punishment [TY23]. purpose [JKM+22, MTG+24, SSD+20].
Python [SZW+22].

Q [WCR+20]. Q-learning [WCR+20]. QoS [CCAACS21, NMPS20, QDD+22].
quadratic [SBL20, SEM20, YNI+22]. quality [CGL+22, GQW+21].
quantized [HLZ22]. quantum [WC22].
queries [RBS21, XMJG22]. query [LQX+20]. querying [BYW+22].
queuing [RGESG+21, WXZ+23]. QuickDedup [SSG+20]. quicksort [AAZMS20].
Quorums [DO22].

race [VBB22]. radio [SATJ+20]. Rail [WDL22]. RAM [CLT+20, WCT+22].
random [MAL+23, PD21, ZCY+21]. Randomization [VGMG20, JYH22].
rcUDA [SPBR20]. RD [KST+23]. RD-FCA [KST+23]. RDIC [WHY+21]. RDMA


responding [Ada21]. response [GSV21, ZR22]. REST [HYZ+21].


RISA [ZCY+21]. risk [BDR24, HFA20, MS23]. risk-neutral [MS23].


[MYS+23, YLDY23]. runtime
[GXJ+24, MPAS24, SMMG22, WLL+23b, YLDY23, ZdCLT22].

[AMPT23]. Santos [CBO+23]. satellite [LD21]. satisfaction [CLMH22].
save [NMPS20]. saving [MZZW21, MBRR24, XZY+23]. Sboing4Real
[TNM+22]. SCAB [VDH1]. scalability
[LKAB+22, LWW+23, Sok21, dRBB21]. Scalable
[BNOS21, BRK+21, JJ22, RdCR+24, SMMG20, SBSB20, XDM+22, CGW23,
DWWX22, FPdLS+21, KBS+21, NCR23, NMA+24, RBS21, SOAOA20,
WCTW22, YN1+22, ZZS+21a]. scalar [ZD22]. scale
[KGP+21, MAL+23, PK21a, SBL20, STG+20, WYA+21, YZM23]. scales
[LXC+22]. scaling [BSWO23, GA21, MTR22]. scan [PAD22]. scenario
[WCMS24]. scenarios [FQL+23, SZQ+23]. Schedulability
[LAPB20]. schedule [Mal21]. scheduled [LAPB20]. Scheduler
[EMSEM20]. schedulers [ZdCLT22]. schedules [BCEH23]. Scheduling
[Che23, KRK20, Li24, TZZ+20a, ALP21, BADP22, BS24, CW21a, GSA21,
GSV21, HWM+23, HSHT22, HKTG20, IMP+23, JH21, KYGG20, KD22,
KL22, KPS+22, LWHF22, LCC20, LYC23, NHR22, OS20, PC21, PKSR24,
SNSK20, TZZ+20b, TLD+23, TDCM21, WWH+21, WXAL22, WHL+23,
ZQL+21, ZD22, ZR22]. Scheme
[KRK20, AB22a, DQH+21, DQZZ21, FLZ+20, FQL+23, GKB+20, KSV+20a,
LSWy20, LLGC22, LYZ+22b, MBB22, MBN22, TY23, TDCM21, WHY+21,
WCG+24, XTGJ21, XZH+22, XWJ+23, Yaz23a, YQZ+20, ZNX+21].
schemes [FF22, JH21, LZZJ23, RGESG+21]. scientific
[ACC+21, GM21, JZS+20]. scrubbing [JHZ20]. SD [AJH+20]. SD-WAN
[AJJ+20]. SDN [HZY+21, OMCW23]. SDN-enabled [HZY+21]. SDWAN
[AJJ+20]. SEAPP [HZY+21]. Search
[AGMG23, KL22, SPP+23, SW22, YQZ+20, DPSD21]. searches [Gow21].
SECDASE [HGC+23]. SECDASE-TFLite [HGC+23]. section [OZ22]. sector
[Rub22]. Secure
[JSJC22, NVE+21, VD12, AKY20, AMP20, AYS+20, CGC21, DWW+21,
FLZ+20, HZY+21, Jar20, KKG+23, LLGC22, Li23, MBB22, NYZ+20, OK21,
PCC20, SMHK21, WLZ20, XBX+22, YPD+20, YQZ+20]. Secured
[BL23, KTM+21]. Securing [LLF+20, LSWY20]. Security
[LBH20, WWH+21, ABMPL22, FTA+22, GLF20, HFP+22, HCY+21, JJ22,
KTM+21, LCH+21, LLLW+20, RH20, SALP20, ZLD22]. Security-aware
[WWH+21, LCH+21]. SED [PYX+22]. seed [RSSP23]. seer [ESA24].
Selection
[VJR20, BGD22, BbB+23, CLW+23a, DEFOQ21, NRGL22, SEM20].
Selective [EL20]. Self [HA21, SDLM20, BT20, BDRJ24]. Self-Organizing
[HA21]. Self-stabilizing [SDLM20, BT20]. self-supervised [BDRJ24].
Semantic [SBBP20]. semantic-based [ACCN20].
Semantic-centric [SBBP20]. semiconductor [SKK21]. sensed [AKB+20].
sensibility [CL22a]. Sensitive [LABP20, FF22]. Sensor [KRK20, AMM21a, Amn21b, GHD20, PG20, SM22, SAATK21, SATJ+20, WMJ+20].
sensor-cloud [WMJ+20]. sensors [MBS+20]. Separating [ACHP22].
separation [KLL+21]. September [Ano20-28, Ano21y, Ano22-32, Ano23-36].
sequence [KEK+20]. sequences [LLXG21]. Sequential [CTA20, GSMÖ23].
series [GBC+22]. series-parallel [GBC+22]. serious [MMM21]. server
[CRS22, LLR+21, XZY+23]. server-class [CRS22]. serverless
[DAG24, ESA24, NRdA+20, SSA24]. servers [Li24]. Service
[BPT+22, Kur21, MLR+23, HNN+20, HCY+21, HLY+22, IRA20, KYGG20, LZGL22, PS22, WCR+20, XWCJ22, YLL21, ZR22]. service-based [PS22].
services [ASHO20, AAD+20, HLK+22, LZD21, NGS21]. session [Zha23].
set [FLFZTS20]. SG [XBX+22]. SG-PBFT [XBX+22]. SGD
[CLZ20, YDX+22]. Shapley [PK21b]. sharding [TTD24]. sharding-based
[TTD24]. shared
[BBE+21, GPK21, JSA21, LZZ+24, MYS+23, QM21, TZDC21].
shared-memory [JSA21]. sharing
[CTGJ22, FLZ+20, SMHK21, SC23, TY23]. shelf [BCEH23]. Short
[DLL+21, MD20, BON21]. Short- [DLL+21]. short-range [BNOS21].
Shortest [PW21]. Shortest-path [PW21]. Shubik [PK21b]. shuffle
sidechain-based [WLW+22]. sized [JTV+22]. sight [JTV+22]. Sigmoid
[PSBB21]. signature [KSV+20a, MLTT20]. silhouette [SK+23]. SIMD
[AS20]. SimGQ [XMGJ22]. similarity [SWF+22, WWL+21]. simple
[AMP22]. simplex [MN24]. Simplifying [LCW+21, RH20]. simulated
[VBB22]. Simulating [CGW23]. Simulation
[CL22a, AH2+20, CTKdS21, DF22, FSL+21, KD22, PK21a, TLC21].
Simulation-based [CL22a]. simulations
[AM22, CMR20, DWR+23, KNK+23]. simultaneous [LMG+21].
Simultaneously [XMGJ22]. single [MLTT20, MKP22]. situ [DWR+23].
sizes [SPP+23]. Sketch [DGA+24]. Sketch-fusion [DGA+24]. skills
[YSMB21]. skinny [RCX+21]. Skip [HKNÖ21, THPM22]. SLA
[FWZ+20, TDCM21]. slack [CRS22]. sLASs [VLCM+20]. slicing
[Amn21b, SPK+23]. slim [BCM23]. slowdown [WZC+20]. small
[ATD20, ZTKL+21]. Smart [ARL20, CL22b, YLL21, AKB+20, CJZ+22, CCG21, DPEL24, GF20, GLY+21, JJJ21, KPS+22, KSV+20a, LZZ+20, MLTT20, OK21, Pou20, WLZ20, XTOJ21]. SMDP
[NHR22]. SMDP-based
[NHR22]. SMS [WYH+21]. SMS-based [WYH+21]. SMT [FRK23].
SNARK [NZ23]. Sobel [CLLM23]. Social [RGB20, KYZ+20, LBHW20].
SocialBlock [GF20]. soft [SUD+22, YSMB21]. software
[AB22a, HA21, LCC20, NCR23, SSD+20, YES22, YPD+20, AJH+20].
software-defined [AB22a, AJH+20]. solar [HWM+23]. solution
[LWL+22, LLC20]. Solutions [FTA+22, KGTK20, SZQ+23]. solvable
[ACR23]. solve [DGFR21]. solver [AR20, HMS20, NE23, YNI+22]. solvers
[DEFQO21, KNK+23, PG20]. solving [AMM21a, GK21, GKP21, SOS+24].
sort [KKH+23]. sorting [SBSB20]. Soundness [BLNP23].

Soundness-preserving [BLNP23]. source [LQX+20, SW22, Zha23]. Space [TZDC21, VGMG20, KL22, MAL+23, OS20, SPP+23, SDLM20, ZJW+21].


supervised [BDRJ24]. support [LAPB20, NPO+23, PD21, YZ23b].


Swarm [DED+20]. switch [AB22a, CCAACS21]. switching [AMPT23].

switchless [NPY+23]. synchronization [OZ22, PPN+20, PMV20, ZJW22]. synchronizing [KEK+20]. synchronous [DPEL24]. synchronously
[BLNP23]. synthesis [JJJ21]. System
[EMSEMM20, AGMG23, BCM+21, BYW+22, CWHC22, CLZ20, CDA20, DAG24, DPEL24, DFL+23, DEFOQ20, FFS+22, GMS+21, HSX+21, KTM+21, KGP+21, KKT+22, KKG+23, LMG+21, LZY23, MD20, MPAS24, PSU+21, PK21b, RKAA20, SMMG22, TNM+22, WLL+23a, XRB21, ZCD+21].

Systematic [KL22, BJ23, IRLN23, LFJ+20, RCVA22, SSG21, dSSE23].

systems [BW22, BMK+22, BBE+21, BDFG21, BSWO23, CPZ20, DGFR21, DGMS20, DHG23, GM21, HQL+22, KJA+22, KK23, KL+21, KSV20a, MCD+21, MDS20, MLB21, MAL+23, MBRR24, NMPS20, NVE+21, OZ22, PJV+22, PSBB21, SMT22, SLFC22, SC23, TZZ+20a, TDL+22, TV22, VGM20, WMJ+20, XWL+20, Yaz23a, YY22].

TaihuLight [LFJ+20, XDM+22]. tall [RCX+21]. tall-and-skinny [RCX+21].


Tasks [ACR23, BKY21, BCEH23, HKTG20, KL22, Li24, Mal21, SC23].

taxi [XRBT21]. taxonomy [SSG21].

Teaching [CTKdS21, GHT+21, MMM21, PGB+22, CCSI21].

technique [CPZ+20].

Techniques [DGWD21, ACC+23, LYC23].

technological [Ada21].

Technologies [BGA+21, MMM22].

technology [PGB+22, UR20, ZZL+23].

temporal [GXJ+24, GA21, GKP21, RBS21].

Tenant [VGM20, HZL+20].

tensor [SPK+23, Ato23, SZW+22, ZKL21].

term [DLL+21, MD20].

terminal [XZH+22].

terms [LZWW22, ZXY21, ZZLM22, YTLF22].

ternary [MZM21].

tessellation [NA23].

testable [PD21].

TFLite [HGC+23]. Thank [Ano24].

thief [JJJ21].

their [JKM+22].

theoretic [GHKK21].

theory [Mar20, WXZ+23, XWC22].

Thermal [MCC20, NHR22].

Thermal-aware [MCC20, NHR22].

Things [Alm20, AGMG23, CJZ+22, FTA+22, FFS+22, GLF20, GDF+23, YS21].

third [HR23].

thread [DGWD21, FRAK23, GJL+24, LW20].

thread-data [LW20].

threaded [WLL+23b].

threading [KD22].

threads [Mal22].

three [CC23, GHN22, Li23, MBB22].

three-factor [Li23, MBB22].

three-way [CC23].

thresholding [DT21].

throttle [KGP+21].

throttling [MPR+21].

throughput [SMMG22].

THz-band [SMMG20].

TIGRE [BLB+20].

Tile [MAL+23].

tiled [PB20].
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